
4 slaapkamer Villa Te koop in Torrevieja, Alicante

<p>It would take pages to describe this matchless property from its two sets of electronic garden gates that slide open
to reveal a 4 bedroom 4 en-suite bathroom family villa with the most divine private pool and gardens. </p><p>Based
on the outer fringe of La Manga Club, just a 4 minute drive from the centre of the Resort, this property boasts the
extra benefit of being exempt from any community or club fees, whilst at the same time being close to all the facilities
on offer.From a beautiful wide drive, access the villa to a broad wooden decked terrace that covers each side of this
South facing property. </p><p>This all encompassing terrace provides the perfect plateau from which to enjoy some
of the prettiest and best designed gardens around, a winning and captivating mix of a typical English country estate,
and simple Mediterranean magic, with the mystical beauty of Japanese touches. English style rose gardens compete
for attention with small lakes, born out of magical waterfall features, interconnected by wooden bridges and white
pebbled paths. Lush green lawns are interspersed by a never-ending variety of trees, bushes and shrubs. Manageable
lemon and orange groves, give way to an apple orchard that drops down to a fantastic vegetable garden. Its a garden
where you can wile away the hours pottering around in the prettiest of green houses or storing the produce in the
wonderfully charming garden shedFor those more energetic among us, a floodlit tennis court backs onto a
padel/basketball court, where any match played can be enjoyed from a delightful, raised wooden gazebo. To cool
down the pool is set within the wooden decking of the terrace at the front of the property. This gorgeous infinity pool
with separate Jacuzzi zone enjoys fantastic views and surrounding sun terraces and outdoor furniture where a meal
can be thoroughly enjoyed at any time of the day or night.Without doubt, this is a one in a million fantastic family villa,
which hits and surpasses every single property requisite and one that needs to be viewed to be fully appreciated.</p>

  4 slaapkamers   4 badkamers   14m² Bouwgrootte
  13.000m² Perceelgrootte   Garden   Aircondition, Split system
  Heating, Central   Elevator   Landscaped garden

1.995.000€
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